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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 133.79  133.97   +0.30  ▼0.27

EUR 1.1051  1.1028   ▼0.0013  +0.0058

AUD 0.6620  0.6631   +0.0028  ▼0.0112

SGD 1.3354  1.3349   ▼0.0006  +0.0025

CNY 6.9239  6.9225   ▼0.0055  +0.0483

INR 81.69  81.84   +0.08  ▼0.31

IDR 14703  14703   ▼130  ▼142

MYR 4.4603  4.4633   +0.0058  +0.0260

PHP 55.73  55.73   +0.10  ▼0.29  

THB 34.13  34.14   ▼0.06  ▼0.24

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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33,826.16 +1.57%   +0.12%   

28,457.68 +0.15%   ▼0.70%  

4,358.05 +0.24%   ▼0.61%  

4,259.55 ▼0.20%  ▼0.69%  

3,282.03 ▼0.36%  ▼0.95%  

3,285.88 +0.67%   ▼2.41%  

60,649.38 +0.58%   +1.71%   

6,945.48 +0.51%   +1.81%   

1,418.05 +0.27%   ▼0.29%  

6,583.68 +0.66%   +0.97%   

1,531.23 ▼0.82%  ▼2.16%  

265.22 +0.10%   ▲2.46%  

8,569.50 +0.40%   ▲3.34%  

116.16 ▲0.01%  ▲2.82%  

1,987.78 ▲0.06%  ▲0.85%  

74.76 +0.62%   ▼3.27%  

TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            

Open

USD/JPY 1.1032

USD/SGD 34.11

JPY/SGD 4.452

Forecast

- 134.90

- 1.1100

- 0.6690

- 1.3400

- 1.0068

- 6.9500

- 82.15

- 14800

- 4.468

- 55.95

- 34.30

Today's Direction

Bull Bear
USD/SGD 4 : 4    
USD/JPY 3 : 5    
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- Yet the Icarus parallels to excessively elevated inflation, thereby intensifying policy trade-offs
and in turn amplifying risks of a policy mistake-induced hard-landing are hard to dismiss.

Hard Core ...
- Point being, worryingly hard core PCE may yet overshadow the shortfall in Q1 US GDP (at an
annualized 1.1%), lending credence to the hawkish spectrum Fed views that underlying inflation
is discomfortingly sticky, and simply not cooling quickly enough.
- Especially as as even the softer-than-expected headline GDP was not only understated by a
2.3%-pt drag from inventory drawdown, but also flaunted a reasonably hard consumption core.
- Unsurprisnigly there has been resultant blowback against overly dovish markets bets ;
squeezing UST yields higher, led by the front-end (2Y: +12bp to 4.07%).
- To be sure, this core PCE read is not interpreted an open invitation for hard-core hawks; that
revives dramatic rate hikes. Fact is, Fed futures are still pricing in little more than a 25bp May
hike to peak rates of 5.00-5.25%. But defiant for rate cuts are pushed out to end-2023.
- All said, extending market exuberance on the 'Goldilocks' proposition is hard; as the core of
the policy dilemma between hot inflation and soft patches only worsens.

... & Soft Outcomes
- What this suggests is that there may be wobbles ahead as policy dilemma/mistakes are priced,
rather than presumptuous and overly rosy soft-landing conjectures fuelling exuberance..
- We remain mindful of risk re-pricing and associated pullback in the EM/commodity space.
- Meanwhile, these risks alongside softer jobs data validate our call for a BoJ* hold.

FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: Surge in UST yields  taking some wind out of EUR; mid-1.10 consolidation.
- USD/JPY: Potential for volatility around BoJ; a hold alongside firnmer UST yields to skew to upside.
- USD/SGD: Firmer CNH could tempt a test of 1.33; but cautiously so.
- AUD/USD: Post-CPI traction may be limited by firmer UST yields and softer commodities.

TODAY'S EVENTS *please refer to our report yesterday

(KR) Ind Pdtn MoM (Mar): 5.1% (Mkt: 0.4%;Feb: -2.7%) | (JP) Ind Pdtn MoM (Mar P): 0.8% (Mkt: 0.4%; Feb: 4.6%) | (JP) Jobless Rate/Job-to-Appplicants Ratio
(Mar): 2.8%/1.32 (Mkt: 2.5%/1.34; Feb: 2.6%/1.34) | (JP) Retail Sales MoM (Mar): 0.6% (Mkt: 0.3%; Feb: 2.1%) | (AU) PPI QoQ/YoY (Q1): (Q4: 0.7%/5.8%) | (TH)
C/A (Mar): (Mkt: $1.02bn; Feb: $1.33bn) | (EZ) GDP QoQ/YoY (Q1 A): (Mkt: 0.2%/1.4%; Q4: -0.1%/1.8%) | (US) MNI Chicago PMI (Apr): (Mkt: 43.6; Mar: 43.8) |
(US) Personal Income/Spending (Mar): (Mkt: 0.2%/-0.1%; Feb: 0.3%/0.2%) | (US) U.o M (Apr F): (Prelim: 63.5) | (US) PCE/Core PCE YoY (Mar): (Mkt: 4.1%/4.6%:

Feb: 5.0%/4.6%)| Central Banks: BoJ Decision | BoJ GDP & CPI Forecasts |

Three Take-aways:

1) Markets cherry-pick; celebrating firm consumption but also betting on Fed pivot from soft spots.
2) 'Hard' core inflation may however prove problematic for extended risks appetite.
3) This warns of wobbles, not exubernace ahead; reason for BoJ to not rock the (stimulus) boat.

Goldilocks, Not Icarus
- A cruel juxtaposition of hotter than expected Q1 core PCE that ought to re-ignite inflation
concerns alongside sharply softer than expected headline Q1 US GDP has ostensibly unleashed
upbeat 'Goldilocks' response rather than gut-wrenching Icarus-type hard-landing fears.
- Ostensibly, markets have quite happily cherry-picked to;
i) revel in economic optimism derived from the strong consumption component of GDP (quite rightly
discounting the upsized inventory drag to headline GDP);
ii) yet discount problematically elevated and sticky core inflation (as per core PCE), possibly
assuming that soft spots in investments, housing and manufacturing will tame inflation.
- As a result of which, the inconvenient mix of hard inflation and soft GDP has been spun as
'Goldilocks' free pass to tame Fed hawks; thereby keeping Fed pivot in play.
- Rather than invoking ("hard-landing") fears of Icarus; from the Greek mythology, of flying too
high/close to the sun, and tragically crashing to his death as his wax-affixed wings failed.
- This conveniently upbeat "Goldilocks" framing of data is laid bare in market outcomes.
- US equities have rallied (S&P500: 2.0%; Nasdaq: 2.4%) despite sharply higher yields, suggesting
economic optimism (lifting both equities and yields) trumping.
- Rather than policy tightening worries, in which case rising yields subdue, if not submerge
equities/risk assets; while buoying the USD emphatically.
- Whereas the Greenback is little changed after the initial lift in reaction to core PCE,; as EUR dip
below mid-1.10 is measured; AUD has in fact gained modest traction (0.66+) post-CPI.
- JPY is a tad softer (high-133) in response to higher UST yields and BoJ caution.
OVERNIGHT RESULTS
(AU) Export/Imports Price Index  QoQ (Q1): 1.6%/-4.2% (Mkt: -2.6%/0.5%; Q4: -0.9%/1.8%) 
(CH) Industrial Profits YTD YoY (Mar): -21.4% (Feb: -22.9%) | (US) GDP Annualized QoQ (Q1 A): 1.1% (Mkt: 1.9%; Q4: 2.6%) 
(US) Consumption QoQ (Q1 A): 3.7% (Mkt: 4.3%; Q4: 1.0%) | (US) Core PCE QoQ  (Q1 A): 4.9% (Mkt: 4.7%; Q4: 4.4%)
(US) Pending Homes  Sales MoM (Mar): -5.2% (Mkt: 0.8%; Feb: 0.8%) |  (US) Kansas City Fed Mfg (Apr): -10 (Mkt: -2; Mar: 0)
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